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We dene a projection operator in the framework of the temporal logic
programming. Its syntax and semantics are presented and illustrated with ex-
amples. We also discuss the implementation details of the projection construct.
Temporal logic, programming, projection.
Temporal Logic Programming [6, 7, 9] is a paradigm for the specication and veri-
cation of sequential and concurrent programs. Within a temporal logic programming
language, such as Tempura [6], the next, always and chop are useful operators for
sequential programs, while conjunction and parallel composition are basic opera-
tors for concurrent programming. An advantage of the conjunction construct is
its simplicity. However, it seems appropriate for dealing with ne-grained paral-
lel operations that proceed in lock-step. The parallel composition operator ( , see
Section 2), on the other hand, permits the combined processes to specify their own
intervals. Thus it is better suited to the coarse-grained concurrency of a typical
multiprocessor, where each process proceeds at its own speed. Moreover, processes
combined through the parallel composition operator share all the states and may
interfere with one another. Therefore, it is interesting and desirable to investigate
other ways of handling parallel computations which would combine some features of
both conjunction and parallel composition operators.
Projection, , was originally employed for the purpose of modelling hardware
assuming dierent granularities of time [6] (see Section 3). It requires that process
be repeatedly executed over a sequence of successive subintervals. This can be
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is a variable, is a function of arity , is a proposition and is an atomic predicate
(dierent from equality) of arity . In particular, is a constant term.
inconvenient because it is not always desirable to execute the same process several
times. Moreover, it requires both processes and to terminate at the same time.
In general, it is not the case that processes are executed so regularly.
In this paper we introduce a new projection operator, ( . . . ) , which can
be thought of as a combination of the parallel and projection operators. Intuitively,
it means that is executed in parallel with ; . . . ; over an interval obtained
by taking the endpoints (randezvous points) of the intervals over which . . .
are executed. The projection construct permits the processes . . . to be
autonomous, each process having the right to specify the interval over which it is
executed. In particular, the sequence of processes . . . and process may
terminate at dierent time points. Although the communication between processes
is still based on shared variables, the communication and synchronization only take
place at the rendezvous points (global states), otherwise they are executed indepen-
dently. The projection operator also enables the specication of program execution
using dierent time scales.
The paper is organised as follows: The next section introduces the syntax and
semantics of the temporal logic we use. In Section 3, the new projection operator is
dened and some of its basic properties are shown. In Section 4, the implementation
details of the new operator are discussed. Section 5 contains examples.
Our underlying logic is the rst order temporal logic [3, 5] with chop [1, 8], and is
an extension of ITL [6].
Let  be a countable set of , and be a countable set of typed static
and dynamic . The of the logic and formulas are given by the
following grammar:
::= - ( ) ( ) . . .
::= = ( ) ( ) . . . : - ;
In ( . . . ) and ( . . . ) it is assumed that the types of the terms are
compatible with those of the arguments of and .
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The derived connectives, , and , as well as the logic constants, and ,
are dened as usual. We also use the following derived formulas:
= =
= ; =
= = (1)
= ( ; ) ( ; ) ( ) =
= 0
( 1) 1
The temporal operators are called ( - ), ( ), (;), ( ),
( ), ( ) and ( ).
A is an assignment which for each variable denes [ ], and for
each proposition  denes [ ]. [ ] is a value of the appropriate type or
(undened), whereas [ ] .
An is a non-empty (possibly innite) sequence of states, = . . . .
The length of , denoted by , is dened as if is innite; otherwise it is the
number of states in minus 1. For 0 we will use to denote the
subinterval . . . . It is assumed that each static variable is assigned the
same value in all the states in . The concatenation of a nite with another
interval (or empty string) is denoted by .
An is a tuple = ( ), where = . . . is an interval,
and are integers, and is an integer or , such that . We use
( ) to mean that a formula or term is interpreted over a subinterval with
the current state being .
For every term , the evaluation of relative to interpretation , [ ], is dened in
the following way:
[ ] = [ ]
[ ( . . . )] =
( [ ] . . . [ ]) if [ ] = for all
otherwise
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That is the relevant part of in = ( ) is . In particular, the valuations of variables
and predicates outside the bounds given by and do not matter.
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otherwise
The satisfaction relation for formulas, =, is dened as the least relation satisfying
the following:
=
=
= if [ ] = .
= ( . . . ) if, for all , [ ] = and ( [ ] . . . [ ]) = .
= = if [ ] = [ ].
= if = .
= if = and = .
= if and ( + 1 ) = .
= - if and ( 1 ) = .
= ; if there is an integer , , such that ( ) = and
( ) = .
= : if for some interval which has the same length as , ( ) =
and the only dierence between and can be in the values
assigned to variable .
One can show that = if and only if ( 0 ) = . Moreover, if
is a formula which does not use the previous operator then = if and only if
( 0 0 ) = . If there is an interpretation such that = then is
. If = , for all interpretations , then is , denoted by .
We also dene the satisfaction relation for intervals. Given an interval , = if
( 0 0 ) = . Moreover, = if = , for all intervals .
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The new projection construct is dened as
( . . . )
where . . . and are formulas ( 1). To ensure smooth synchronization
between . . . and , in the implementation of the projection described in the
next section, the previous operator is not allowed within . However, it can be used
in the 's. To dene the semantics of the projection operator we need an auxiliary
operator for intervals.
Let = . . . be an interval and . . . be integers ( 1) such that
0 . . . . The of onto . . . is the interval
( . . . ) = . . .
where . . . is obtained from . . . by deleting all duplicates. For example,
(0 0 2 2 2 3) =
The semantics of the projection operator is dened, as before, relative to an inter-
pretation = ( ). Formally,
= ( . . . )
if ( ) = and = ; . . . ; , or if there are integers . . . (1 )
such that . . . and the following hold:
( ) = .
For 1 , ( ) = .
If then ( . . . ) = and ( ) = ; . . . ; .
If = then ( . . . ) = .
In programming language terms, the interpretation of ( . . . ) is somewhat
sophisticated as we need sequences of clocks (states) running on dierent time
scales: one is a local state sequence, over which . . . are executed, the other is
a global state sequence over which is executed. Process is executed in a parallel
manner with the sequence of processes . . . . The execution proceeds as follows
(see Figure 1): First, and start at the rst global state and is executed over a
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sequence of local states until its termination. Then (the remaining part of) and
are executed at the second global state. Subsequently, is continuously executed
over a sequence of local states until its termination, and so on. Although and
start at the same time, . . . and may terminate at dierent time points.
If terminates before some , then, subsequently, . . . are executed
sequentially. If . . . are nished before , then the execution of is continued
until its termination.
Projection can be thought of as a special parallel computation which is executed on
6
t0 t2 t4 t6
|---------|---------|---------|
|<------------q-------------->|
t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8
|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
|<---p1-->|<---p2-->|<---p3-->|<---p4-->|
(a): q terminates before p4
t0 t2 t4 t6 t8 t9 t10
|---------|---------|---------|---------|----|----|
|<------------------q---------------------------->|
t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8
|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
|<---p1-->|<---p2-->|<---p3-->|<---p4-->|
(b): p4 terminates before q
t0 t2 t4 t6 t8
|---------|---------|---------|---------|
|<------------------q------------------>|
t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8
|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
|<---p1-->|<---p2-->|<---p3-->|<---p4-->|
(c): q and p4 terminate at the same point
Figure 1: Possible executions of (p1,p2,p3,p4) prj q
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3.2 Properties of Projection Operator
p len more i i
p len more i i
p len more i i
q len i j more j j i :
p ; p ; p prj q
p proj q
p
q
q p
p proj q p q
p proj q p ; ; p prj q
p
  p 
t0 t2 t6 t12 t13
|-------|---------------|-----------------------|---|
|-----------------------q-------------------------->|
t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 t11 t12
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
|<--p1->|<-----p2------>|<--------- p3--------->|
i=2 4 6 9 12 15 18 22 26 30 34 38 42
j=0 2 8 26 68
Figure 2: Projection computation
dierent time scales. Consider the following formulas:
= (2) ( ( = + 2))
= (4) ( ( = + 3))
= (6) ( ( = + 4))
= (4) ( = 2) ( = 0) ( ( = + ))
Then executing ( ) yields the following result:
The original projection operator dened in [6], , and the new projection
operator dened above are not directly comparable. In the former, the formula is
executed repeatedly over a series of consecutive subintervals whose endpoints form
the interval over which is executed. This may result in repeating the same global
state in the execution of several times if some of the copies of are executed
over subintervals of zero length (in contrast, our denition in Section 3 rules this
out). Moreover, in , the series of 's and the always terminate at the
same state. We feel that although and ( . . . ) do share some
important properties, they still possess suciently distinct features to be treated
independently as complementary constructs useful in the programming environment
in which dierent time scales need to be considered.
Projection enjoys a number of interesting properties. The theorem below is intended
to formalize some of them. In what follows, a formula is called if for all
, = implies 1.
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3. .
4. , if is non-local.
5. , if is non-local.
6. , if or is non-local.
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p; q; p ; ; p
empty prj q q
q prj empty q
empty; p ; ; p prj empty p p
skip prj q q q
q prj skip q q
p; q prj skip p q p q
p q
p empty; q; true prj empty q empty; p; true prj empty
p ; ; p p ; ; p prj q
p ; ; p ; ; p prj q p ; ; p ; ; p prj q
p ; ; p prj p q
p ; p prj p p ; ; p prj q
 empty prj q  q  empty 
 q r r  ; ; ; r empty
 ; r  q r  q
 q r 
empty prj q
 q prj empty  empty  q
r r  ; ; ; r q
 ; r  empty r   q
 q  empty  q prj empty
 empty; p ; ; p prj empty  empty
 empty p p  p p
r ; ; r h m r r 
; ; ; r empty
< l h ; r ; r ; r p
h < m  ; r ; ; r empty ; r ; r ; 
p p
h m  ; r ; ; r  empty
. . .
= ( )
= ( )
= (( . . . ) ) ( ; . . . ; )
= ( )
= ( )
= (( ) ) ( ; )
=
(( ) ) (( ) )
( . . . ( ) . . . )
( . . . . . . ) ( . . . . . . )
( . . . ) ( )
( . . . ) ( . . . )
Suppose = . If (0) = and = then = 0 and
hence = . Otherwise, there is , 0 , such that ( 0 0 ) =
and (0 ) = . The former yields = 0. Hence = .
Conversely, if = then, by taking = 0, one can show that =
.
Suppose = . If (0) = and = then we
are done. Otherwise, there is , 0 , such that ( 0 0 ) = and
(0 ) = . The latter means that = = 0. Hence = .
Conversely, if = then, since (0) = , = .
Suppose = ( . . . ) . If (0) = and
= ; ; . . . ; then clearly = ; . . . ; . Otherwise, there are
integers . . . (1 +1) such that 0 . . . and the
following hold:
( 0 0 ) =
For 1 , ( ) =
If + 1 then (0 . . . ) = and ( ) =
; . . . ; .
If = + 1 then (0 . . . ) = .
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 skip prj q  q  skip
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; ; ; r skip  ; r  q r
 q
 q q   skip prj q
r
 q prj skip  skip  q
r r  ; ; ; r q
 ; r  skip r q
r   q
 q r  ; ; ; r q
 ; r skip r q
 p; q prj skip  skip
 p q
r r  ; ; ; r p  ; r skip
; r; r;  q  p q
r ; r r r  ; ; ; r p
; r ; r ; r q  ; r ; r  skip
p q r r r
 ; r ; r  skip  r  p q
 p q l l 
; ; ; l p ; l; l;  q p q
l  > l h
r l  p; q prj skip
h r r 
q q q q q q q q q q :
We rst observe that = 0. Moreover, if + 1 then = = = 0
and hence = ; . . . ; . If = + 1 then = = = = 0,
yielding = ; . . . ; .
Conversely, if = ; . . . ; then, by taking = 1 and = 0, one can show
that = ( ; . . . ; ) .
Suppose = . We rst observe that (0) = and =
is impossible since is non-local. Hence there is , 0 , such that
( 0 0 ) = and (0 ) = . The former implies = 1 and
hence = .
Suppose = . Then, since is non-local, 1. Hence =
can be shown by taking = 1.
Suppose = . We rst observe that (0) = and =
is impossible. Hence there is , 0 , such that ( 0 0 ) = and
(0 ) = . The former implies 1 (since is non-local).
This and the latter means that = . Hence = .
Conversely, if = then, by taking = we obtain ( 0 0 ) = and
(0 ) = . Note that the latter follows from 1 ( is non-local).
Suppose = ( ) . We rst observe that (0) = and
= ; is impossible. Thus one of the following must hold:
There is , 0 , such that ( 0 0 ) = , (0 ) = and
( ) = . Hence = ; .
There are integers such that 0 , ( 0 0 ) = ,
( ) = and (0 ) = . Since at least one
of and is non-local, we must have 1 or + 1. Thus, from
(0 ) = it follows that = . Hence = ; .
Conversely, suppose = ; . Then there is , 0 such that
( 0 0 ) = and ( ) = . Since at least one of and is non-
local, either 1 or 0 = . If the former holds then, by taking = 1
and = , one can show that = ( ) . If the latter holds then
one can come to the same conclusion by taking = 2, = 0 and = .
Finally, (7) follows from (3), and (8,9) follow directly from the denition of
the semantics of the projection operator and
; . . . ; ( ); . . . ; ( ; . . . ; ; . . . ; ) ( ; . . . ; ; . . . ; )
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4 Implementation of Projection Operator
4.1 Implementation strategy
4.2 Done ag
more empty
Present
Remains
true false more empty more
empty Remains
Next
Present present
Remains w
Next w
w
present x a display a true more empty:
done
done nil
true false more
The programming language we used is a subset of the underlying logic. It is an
extension of the Tempura [6] augmented with framing, parallel, projection, and await
operators [2]. In addition, the variables within a program are allowed to refer to
their previous values. The negation of temporal formulas, being fundamentally non-
deterministic, is not a primitive operator of the language. Instead, the conditional,
and , all dened in terms of negation, are taken as primitives. Programs
can use several kinds of expressions, employing equality, conditional, assignment and
iterative operators.
To implement the projection operator, we have developed a new interpreter using
the SICSTUS Prolog.
The implementation is based on the tableau methods, i.e. to execute a formula is
to transform it to a logically equivalent conjunction of two formulas, and
, where the former consists of immediate assignments to program variables,
output of program variables, , , and . The role of and
is to indicate whether or not the interval is terminated. The is what
is executed in the subsequent state (if any). It is in a if it only consists
of conjuncts with a leading weak next operator. When preparing the execution of
the next state, the procedure is used to remove these weak next operators
from the conjuncts and what is actually executed at the next state is the resulting
formula, . Formally,
=
=
=
where each is a Tempura formula and
::= = ( )
The interpreter employs several ags to manage the reductions. One of the impor-
tant ones, ag, indicates whether or not an interval is terminated. At the
beginning of the execution of each state, ag is set to , and then the in-
terpreter sets its value to either or , depending on whether the or
10
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4.3 Program structure
4.4 Reduction of projection
empty
done
nil
Present Remains Present
done
Remains
p ; ; p prj q
done nil done
q
IC
IC
project p ; ; p ; p ; q; done nil m >
project empty; p ; q; done nil m
project R; P;Q; done D
OLD
done D Q Q
D done OLD
P
P P Q project
project R; P ;Q ; done D
P Q
D next w P
E next w Q
choose R ; R R choose R
choose R R
conjunct has been encountered. If the program fails to specify properly the
interval for the program, the interpreter cannot set the ag; it remains equal
to . Thus an error is detected and indicated.
The execution of a Tempura program proceeds through a number of states. The
execution at a state is composed of reductions in several passes. After the last pass,
the executed formula is reduced to the form. In fact,
is dissolved during the reduction. Its eect is reected in updating and displaying
the values of variables, setting the ag, etc. What remains after the last pass
of the reduction is which is executed at the next state if the interval over
which the formula is executed is not yet nished.
The projection construct ( . . . ) is implemented as follows: It is processed
by rst allocating a ag initialized to to serve as a ag for projected
interval on which the statement is executed and transforming the statement to the
internal construct ,
=
(( . . . ) ( )) if 1
( ( )) if = 1
which is immediately re-reduced. The construct ( ( 1)) is ex-
ecuted by rst saving the current doneag to and setting the doneag to
( 1). The statement is then reduced in the context to a new statement .
Afterwards, the current doneag is saved to 2 and the old doneag, ( ),
is restored, and the statement is then reduced in the context to a new statement
. If or is not fully reduced, the overall statement is rewritten as
( ( 2)). This is returned as the result of the reduction. On the
other hand, if and are both fully reduced then, with the notation
= ( )
= ( )
( 1 ( 2)) = ( 1; (( 2)))
( 1) = 1
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project
done D done true
R R ; R
D choose R ; R
R R
D R
R empty
D
done D done false
R R ; R
D project R ;R ;E; done nil
R R
D project empty; R ;E; done nil
R empty
D project ; empty; empty;E; done nil
done D
Q next w P
R ; R choose
done D done false Q
D
x
hold i i
i x
hold i len i more x x :
switch j x
switch j x len j more x x :
the overall statement is transformed as follows:
if ( 2) = ( )
then
if = ( 1 ( 2))
then ( ; ( 1 ( 2)))
else
if = 1
then ( ; 1)
else
if =
then
else
if ( 2) = ( )
then
if = ( 1 ( 2))
then ( ; (( 2) 1 ( )))
else
if = 1
then ( ; ( 1 ( )))
else
if =
then ( ; ( ( )))
This tests the done ag indexed by ( 2). If it is true, the interval in which
was reduced is nished and therefore the ( ) is executed followed by
remaining formulas ( 1 ( 2)), chosen by the procedure , if they were not
empty. On the other hand, if ( 2) = ( ) the interval in which was
executed is not yet nished. Therefore, the formula is executed followed by the
resumption of the projection statement.
We now present two simple applications of the projection construct. The rst is a
pulse generator for variable which can assume two values: 0 (low) and 1 (high). We
rst dene two types of processes: The rst one is ( ) ( 1) which is executed
over an interval of length and ensures that the value of remains constant in all
but nal state:
( ) = ( ) ( ( = ))
The other is ( ) which ensures that the value of is rst set to 0 and then
changed at every subsequent state:
( ) = ( = 0) ( ) ( ( = 1 ))
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hold i switch j
x
pulse i ; ; i hold i ; ; hold i prj switch k :
len i ; len i ; ; len i prj q p p q
p
q
p ; ; p prj q
p ; ; p q
Now you may compose temporal logic
specications
An interpreter for an executable subset of
extended interval temporal logic with framing and concurrent operators
Temporal logic of programs
The temporal logic of actions
t0 t2 t6 t10
|-------|---------------|---------------|
|-----------------------q-------------->|
t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 t11 t12
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
|<--------------------- p---------------------->|
Figure 3: Special parallel computation
Having dened ( ) and ( ) we can dene pulse generators with varying
number and length of low and high intervals for ,
( . . . ) = ( ( ) . . . ( )) ( )
The second example is that of special parallel computation. Consider the formula
(( ( ) ( ) . . . ( )) ) . This allows processes and to be executed
in a special parallel manner in which is executed over a series of subintervals, and
is executed at their endpoints:
The projection operator ( . . . ) presented in this paper is rather powerful.
For example, it can be used to specify computations on dierent time scales. We
feel it has a potential of being a useful operator in temporal logic programming.
Another possible application area is that of the real time systems. In this case, we
could treat . . . as formulas over a series of dense or real intervals and as a
formula over a projected discrete interval.
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